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Description

[0001] The present invention relates to a brake lever for a drum brake of a vehicle comprising a lever portion for
connection to a brake cylinder and a housing portion for attachment to a splined S-cam shaft, and to a corresponding
drum brake.
[0002] In the prior art, for example from EP 1 064 472 B1, EP 0 598 290 B1 of the applicant, or from WO 2011/040893
A1 or US 2007/0137354 A1 brake levers and slack adjusters, respectively, are known which have proven to be applicable
in practical service. Such brake levers comprise a lever section for connection with a brake cylinder and a housing
section for attachment to a splined S-cam shaft which controls both brake linings in the drum. An adjustment device is
received by the housing section of the brake lever, which comprises a first clutch, the first clutch being biased by a first
spring element with a spring force, and a second clutch, the second clutch being biased by a second spring element
with a spring force, as well.
[0003] Generally, the second clutch is configured as a one-way clutch and comprises a gear tooth forming with a
defined number of teeth.
[0004] Although the adjustment accuracy of the automatic slack adjusters according to the prior art could have been
further improved in that the adjustment steps of the one-way clutch in the adjustment device have been made smaller,
see e.g. WO 2011/016047 A1, or in that even a completely step-less one-way clutch has been employed, by which
rather highest requirements on safety and reliability of such systems have been met, however, still there exists the need
to further increase the accuracy and repeatability of the adjustment movements, in particular with respect to coming
requirements in electronic brake monitoring systems.
[0005] In this connection it shall peculiarly better be distinguished between a normal functioning and a malfunction of
the entire brake system, and the monitoring and warning function of such brake control mechanisms shall be further
increased.
[0006] One-way clutches, which do perform very small steps or even function continuously, as described e.g. in WO
2011/016047 A1, do clearly show disadvantages with respect to their strengths, i.e. also with respect to the magnitude
of the possible force transmission. Furthermore, their wear resistance as well as their resistance against impurities in
the lubricating grease is clearly reduced. Such disadvantages shall be avoided.
[0007] Based on that it is an object of the present invention to provide a brake lever with an integrated adjustment
device for drum brakes, for which the adjustment device offers higher adjustment accuracy, in particular in terms of
consistent repetition of very small adjustment steps of the clutches utilized by the adjustment device.
[0008] Such object is solved by a brake lever according to claim 1.
[0009] According to the invention a brake lever for a drum brake of a vehicle comprises a lever section for connection
with a brake cylinder and a housing section for attachment to a splined S-cam shaft, which receives an adjustment
device, the adjustment device comprising a first clutch, the first clutch being biased by a first spring element with a spring
force, and a second clutch formed as a one-way clutch with a number of teeth, the second clutch being biased by a
second spring element with a spring force.
[0010] For the brake lever according to the invention, the teeth of the second clutch comprise a slope angle on the
one hand and the second spring element is configured to apply a spring force on the other, which slope angle and spring
force are tuned relative to each other, so that the second clutch is adapted to generate a driving torque, which is always
larger than the sum of all friction torques, which friction torques are induced into the adjustment device by friction for
each condition, in which the driving torque will shift the second clutch into its completely closed position as long as the
first clutch remains in an open position.
[0011] By that it is ensured that the smallest possible adjustment steps are performed by the circumferential arrange-
ment and division of the teeth, i.e. by means of their angular offset, in the first clutch, and not, as to now in the prior art,
in the second clutch which is formed as a one-way clutch.
[0012] The adjustment device which is integrated in the housing section comprises a worm wheel for connection with
the splined S-cam shaft and a worm screw in engagement with the worm wheel, on which worm screw a clutch wheel
is rotatably supported, which is in engagement with the worm screw via the first clutch under influence of a spring force,
in which a control arrangement is provided which applies a control movement onto the clutch wheel subject to the angular
position of the brake lever from a defined fixed reference point. Thereby the control arrangement comprises the second
clutch.
[0013] The invention is directed both to brake adjusters which cannot adjust itself relative to the position of the reference
point, and also to automatic brake adjusters, which for that do adjust automatically. For the latter, the control arrangement
comprises a control disc, which is coaxially rotatably arranged to the worm wheel and connected to a control ring having
a control arm for establishing the reference point by being attached to a fixed part of the vehicle chassis, a pinion meshing
with the toothed periphery of the control disc and an adjustment screw, which is coaxial with the pinion and is in toothed
engagement with the clutch wheel, in which the axis of the worm screw is perpendicular to the axis of the pinion and of
the adjustment screw.
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[0014] A driver, which preferably is cylindrically shaped, is arranged axially but non-rotatably in relation to the pinion
and coaxially therewith and cooperates with the adjustment screw. The one-way clutch preferably is arranged between
the driver and a tooth washer, which is connected to the adjustment screw.
[0015] The pinion, the driver and the adjustment screw are rotatably arranged on one common shaft. The pinion can
be formed as a hollow shaft for receiving the driver, in which furthermore a compression spring is arranged between the
pinion and the driver.
[0016] An adjustment device with a corresponding control arrangement, for example, is known from EP 1 064 472 B1
of the applicant, to which it is explicitly referred to herewith.
[0017] The functioning of the adjustment device of the brake lever according to the invention shall be explained in
more detail below.
[0018] The clutch wheel, which is rotatably mounted on the worm screw, forms the first clutch with it by means of
surfaces comprising teeth. Since the surfaces with the teeth are normally conical, the first clutch is also referred to as
conical clutch. The worm screw, and thus for engagement with the conical clutch, is set under pretension by means of
a correspondingly dimensioned compression spring.
[0019] According to the invention the one-way clutch is designed and configured to be always self-closing independent
of all combinations of friction pairs in the adjustment device and of manufacturing tolerances of its single components.
In other words, the spring acting on the one-way clutch is at least dimensioned such that frictional resistances, manu-
facturing tolerances etc. do have no influence and are not able to prevent a self-closing of the second clutch.
[0020] Due to the fact that the one-way clutch always closes for each condition as long as the conical clutch is in an
open position, it is enabled according to the invention that the conical clutch provides a lining clearance or slack adjustment
at the brake pads. During brake release, it closes itself due to a changed teeth grip which later enforces a rotation of
the adjustment screw, when the brake release is going to terminate.
[0021] The adjustment resulting from the rotating adjustment screw takes place as soon as the lining clearance at the
brake pads is excessive with a certain amount. This amount in turn is related to the angular division between the teeth
or in other words related to the number of teeth of the conical clutch.
[0022] Thus, the adjustment accuracy in theory can be further enhanced by those skilled in the art in that the number
of teeth in the conical clutch will be further increased. This, however, is only possible to a limited extent and generally
not recommended, respectively, since an increase in the number of teeth in relation to the perimeter would result in
smaller teeth which, however, may be less resistant to wear and to impurities of the lubricating grease.
[0023] However, in that it is ensured according to the invention that the one-way clutch always closes itself before the
conical clutch closes during the return stroke, the influence on the smallest possible adjustment step resulting from the
angular division among the teeth in the one-way clutch and from its number, respectively, can be uncoupled, with the
result, that the number of teeth of the one-way clutch can be further reduced and its teeth size increased, respectively,
whereas the number of teeth of the conical clutch remains. This measure is associated with an increased adjustment
accuracy of the device.
[0024] With respect to the one-way clutch this means that bigger teeth can be utilized which, together with a cost
reduction, are easier to manufacture on the one hand and which comprise an improved teeth strength and a higher wear
resistance on the other.
[0025] The adjustment performed by the conical clutch takes place at that point, when the conical clutch has rotated
from its original teeth-top in teeth-bottom engagement, at which the teeth tops are in engagement with the corresponding
bottoms of the respective opposite teeth, at least to a teeth-top to teeth-top contact, in which the teeth-tops of the teeth
are in contact with the teeth-tops of the respective opposite teeth. From this position then the conical clutch can slide,
according to the sense of rotation, into the next adjacent teeth-top to teeth-bottom grip, in which the teeth-tops are again
in engagement with the corresponding bottoms of the respective following tooth pair, and thus, the clutch closes itself.
[0026] This top-to-top position, in which the teeth-tops are in contact with the teeth-tops of the respective opposite
teeth, corresponds to a clutch wheel rotation of 360/(2 * Z1) degrees and to an adjustment screw rotation of U * 360/(2
* Z1) degrees, in which Z1 is the number of teeth of the conical clutch and U is the gear ratio between the clutch wheel
and the adjustment screw which is defined by U = Z3/Z4, in which Z3 is the number of teeth of the clutch wheel and Z4
is the number of teeth or entrances on the adjustment screw.
[0027] In a preferred embodiment of the invention the one-way clutch is configured so that at its closure it can create
at least the above-explained rotation of the clutch wheel without having been close to overriding on its own teeth just
before, i. e. just before both toothed surfaces of the one-way clutch, which are relatively moveable against each other,
are sliding by one circumferential tooth position. Overriding corresponds to a rotation of the adjustment screw in relation
to the pinion of 360/Z2 degrees, whereas Z2 is the number of teeth of the one-way clutch.
[0028] Thus, this means for one rotation of the adjustment screw that 360/Z2 degrees = U * 360/(2 * Z1) degrees
applies, by which the relation of the numbers of teeth is as follows: 
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[0029] The number Z2 of teeth of the one-way clutch thus should be the double of the number Z1 of teeth of the conical
clutch in relation to the gear ratio between the clutch wheel and the adjustment screw.
[0030] If the one-way clutch comes close to overriding the contact areas between the teeth become very small and
the risk of tooth breakage and excessive wear substantially increases. For that reason, the number of teeth Z2 of the
one-way clutch should be less than as defined in the equation (1) above, that is why according to the invention the
number of teeth Z2 shall be preferably 75 % of it and most preferably 50 % of it. By that it is ensured that overriding in
the one-way clutch is avoided with good margins at all adjustments steps, arriving from normal lining wear.
[0031] To ensure that the one-way clutch is self-closing, the torque produced by the spring force from the spring
element acting on the one-way clutch, which, according to the invention, acts on the teeth surfaces comprising a defined
slope, shall overcome all friction torques, which act on the adjustment screw against the desired closing rotation.
[0032] Such friction torques, for example, can be calculated from the driving torque of the one-way clutch, from the
axial friction force between the pinion and the driver and as well from the friction torques entirely generated by the spring
elements in the system.
[0033] According to the invention, it is of no significance if the one-way clutch closes during brake application after
the conical clutch has opened or if the one-way clutch closes during brake release before the conical clutch closes. It is
sufficient that the suggested solution according to the invention ensures that closing of the one-way clutch is delayed
until brake release so that the friction torques appearing on the clutch wheel and to a certain extent the frictions occurring
on the adjustment screw will assist the closing of the one-way clutch instead of resisting it, by which the accuracy and
reliability of the adjustment device is further increased. Such friction contributions can be ignored in the torque analysis.
[0034] Such analysis should be conducted for each peculiar construction of a brake lever according to the invention
subject to manufacturing tolerances, to the friction pairings to be expected and perhaps to some experiments for dimen-
sioning of single components, in order to ensure that according to the invention the slope angle of the teeth of the one-
way clutch is selected such that it always can be shifted to its completely closed position as long as the first clutch
remains in an open position.
[0035] As explained above, the parameters to be considered for such an analysis, among others, include the driving
torque generated by the one-way clutch, the friction force between the pinion and the driver and the friction forces induced
by the spring elements, which altogether can be calculated.
[0036] The driving torque produced by the one-way clutch can be calculated as 

where

Rt = mean radius of teeth contact,
Fs = axial spring force acting on the one-way clutch,
Fd = axial friction force between pinion and driver,
α = teeth slope angle, and
m = friction coefficient in teeth contact.

[0037] The friction force between the pinion and the driver can further be calculated as: 

where

Ma = additional torque acting on the driver (which for example can be generated by a torsion spring as this e.g. is
known from EP 0 598 290 B1 of the applicant),
Rd = radius of the ridges and grooves in the driver-to-pinion engagement, and
m = friction coefficient between the driver and the pinion, whereby it is assumed that it is equal to the friction coefficient
in the teeth contact.
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[0038] By combining equations (2) and (3), one gets 

which is equivalent to 

[0039] The friction torques arriving from the single spring elements in the assembly can be calculated for each actual
contact surface as 

where

Ff = axial spring force acting on the actual contact,
mf = friction coefficient in the actual contact, and
Rf = mean radius of the actual contact.

[0040] Starting from the calculation possibilities resulting from the above-identified equations (2) to (6), these friction
torques, which may counteract the closing of the one-way clutch according to the invention, can be calculated in more
detail. The driving torque Md should always be larger than the sum of all friction torques Mf. Insofar that these friction
torques shall not become below a certain value for other purposes, these friction torques Mf thus should, wherever
possible, be further reduced or even completely eliminated by appropriate measures with respect to design and dimen-
sioning.
[0041] Further advantages and features of the invention do become apparent from the description of the embodiments
as shown in the accompanying drawings.

Fig. 1 shows in partly cross-section an example of a brake lever for a drum brake according to the prior art;
Fig. 2 is a perspective view of a brake lever for a drum brake;
Fig. 3 is a perspective view of the internal, rotatable components of the adjuster;
Fig. 4 is a view in partly cross-section of a first embodiment of the adjuster according to the invention;
Fig. 5 is a view in partly cross-section of a second embodiment of the adjuster according to the invention; and
Fig. 6 is a view in partly cross-section of the adjuster as shown in Fig. 3 according to the invention.

[0042] Fig. 1 shows a brake lever for a drum brake according to the prior art, as it is e.g. known from EP 1 064 472
B1 of the applicant.
[0043] The brake lever 1 is divided into an upper lever section 2 for connection with a brake cylinder (not shown) and
a lower housing section 3 for attachment to a splined S-cam shaft (also not shown).
[0044] The housing section 3 is for receiving the adjustment mechanism which includes a rotatable worm wheel 4
which comprises a profile with internal splines 4’ for cooperation with a splined S-cam shaft. In engagement with this
worm wheel 4, a worm screw 5 is provided which is rotatably arranged in the housing section 3 and perpendicular thereto.
[0045] The end of the worm screw 5 (at the left side in Fig. 1) extends from the housing section 3 to the outside and
the worm screw 5 is here provided with a hexagonal tool grip 5’, as also shown in Fig. 2, for manual rotation of the worm
screw 5. At this end, there is a cover 6 threaded into the housing section 3 around the worm screw 4.
[0046] A clutch wheel 7 is rotatably mounted on the worm screw 5 and at one side supported against the cover 6. At
the opposite side, toothed surfaces 8 with number Z1 of teeth cooperating with each other are provided both on the
clutch wheel 7 and on the worm screw 5, which together form a first clutch K1. Since the opposite surfaces 8 provided
with teeth Z1 are conically formed which, however, is not obligatory, the first clutch K1 is also referred to as a so-called
conical clutch.
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[0047] In the presentation of Fig. 1 the worm screw 5 is biased to the left by means of a strong compression spring 9
so that engagement with the conical clutch K1 is enabled. The compression spring 9 is arranged between a spring
washer 10 at the end of the worm screw 5 and a spring cover 11 threaded into the housing section 3.
[0048] A control arrangement 12 to 14 is arranged in the same opening of the housing section 3 as the worm wheel
4, but is not connected thereto. The control arrangement comprises a rotatable control disc 12, which has a toothed
periphery, as can be seen in Fig. 3. The control disc 12 is provided with an external control ring 13 having a control arm
14 extending therefrom. A plain cover 15 is arranged between the control disc 12 and the control ring 15 and is screwed
onto the housing section 3 for rotatable support of the entire control arrangement. The control arm 14 is connected to
a fixed rigid part of the vehicle chassis on which the brake lever 1 is pivotably mounted. The purpose of the control
arrangement is to provide a reference or control signal for the brake lever 1, as will be explained below.
[0049] As can be seen from Figs. 3 to 6, a pinion 16, which is rotatably mounted on a shaft 17 in the housing section
3, is meshing with the toothed periphery of the control disc 12. The pinion 16 is hollow and receives inside a driver 18,
which is slideably but non-rotatably arranged inside the pinion 16, e.g. by means of a splined connection, so that the
driver 18 is movable relative to the pinion 16. A compression spring 19 between the pinion 16 and the driver 18 sets the
driver 18 under pretension to the left of the view as shown in Fig. 6.
[0050] An intermediate tooth washer 20 is moveably arranged on the shaft 17 to the left of the driver 18. Surfaces
provided with a number Z2 of teeth, which are facing each other on the driver 18 and on the intermediate washer 20,
do form together a second clutch K2, which is configured as an one-way clutch and which is shown in Figs. 3 to 6 in its
engagement, i.e. in its completely closed position.
[0051] An adjustment screw 21 being in engagement with the clutch wheel 7 on the worm screw 5 is arranged at the
intermediate washer 20 so as to be rotatable with it as a unit, in which a splined blind connection between these
components can be used. Alternatively, it is also possible to provide the adjustment screw 21 and the intermediate
washer 20 as one single element.
[0052] In the embodiment shown of Fig. 6 which discloses an adjustment device which uses a rotary control distance,
as this, for example, is realized in EP 0 598 290 B1 of the applicant, to which it is explicitly referred herewith, the shaft
17 is set under pretension by means of a spring washer 22 arranged on it, in that a spring element 23 is supported
between the spring washer 22 and a housing bore in the housing section 3. The spring element 23, preferably a com-
pression screw spring, is made relatively strong in order to keep the entire arrangement on and around the shaft 17 free
of vibrations and in a correct alignment and position even at very large manufacturing tolerances. For that purpose, the
spring washer 22 is supported against a first abutment 24 of the shaft 17. The adjustment screw 21 in turn is supported
against a second abutment 25 of the shaft 17. In that the axial length of the adjustment screw 21 will be dimensioned a
bit shorter than the axial distance between both abutments 24 and 25, the left-side spring element 23 does not apply a
force onto the adjustment screw 21, so that only the compression spring 19 introduces a force into the adjustment screw
21 in order to keep the one-way clutch K2 under a corresponding bias and pretension.
[0053] This spring force realizing the pretensioning is smaller than the spring force of the spring element 23 so that
thereby the restricted friction torque can be reduced, in that the abutment 24 being on the left outer side can be located
at a corresponding position on the shaft 17.
[0054] In order to always ensure according to the invention that the one-way clutch K2 is self-closing, the latter
comprises either a slope angle inclination of the teeth Z2 which is made larger as this has been the case in the prior art,
or the spring force for the pretensioning of the clutch K2 of the compression spring 19 is also made stronger as this has
been practiced up to now, when compared to one-way clutches having been employed with brake levers for drum brakes
recently.
[0055] This dimensioning of the slope angles of the teeth Z2 and/or of the spring element 19 can result in that the one-
way clutch K2 generates a larger driving torque at the beginning of the brake actuation, which is not desired, since this
increased driving torque will be transmitted onto the worm screw 5 via the clutch wheel 7 and the conical clutch K1 and
could effect that the worm screw 5 will first be rotated in a direction which corresponds to an increase of the lining
clearance or slack at the brake pads.
[0056] In particular in order to avoid this undesired rotation it is provided according to the invention that the spring
washer or washer 10 between the compression spring 19 and the worm screw 5 is arranged and designed in such a
way that exactly such a defined brake friction torque is applied onto the worm screw 5, which is able to prevent such
rotation.
[0057] As can be seen in the embodiment shown in Fig. 4, the washer 10 is formed in such a way that it cooperates
with the front-side end of the worm screw 5 via a conical surface 26. Alternatively, the washer 10 can comprise such a
contact surface that the contact and therewith the force introduction into the worm screw 5 is limited to a radius which
almost corresponds to the diameter of the support of the worm screw 5, i.e. its diameter at the left-side end with which
the worm-screw 5 is rotatably supported in a bore of the housing section 3. For that purpose, the washer 10, for example,
comprises a protruding ring 27 which surrounds a circumferential nose 28 at the front-side end of the worm screw 5.
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Claims

1. Brake lever (1) for drum brake of a vehicle comprising a lever section (2) for connection with a brake cylinder and
a housing section (3) for attachment to a splined S-cam shaft, which receives an adjustment device, the adjustment
device comprising a first clutch (K1), the first clutch (K1) being biased by a first spring element (9) with a spring
force, and a second clutch (K2) formed as an one-way clutch with a number of teeth (Z2), the second clutch (K2)
being biased by a second spring element (19) with a spring force, characterized in that the teeth (Z2) of the second
clutch (K2) comprise a slope angle and the second spring element (19) is configured to apply a spring force, which
slope angle and spring force are tuned relative to each other, so that the second clutch (K2) is adapted to generate
a driving torque (Md), which is always larger than the sum of all friction torques (Mf), which are induced into the
adjustment device by friction for each condition, the driving torque (Md) shifting the second clutch (K2) into its
completely closed position as long as the first clutch (K1) remains in an open position.

2. Brake lever according to claim 1, in which the adjustment device comprises a worm wheel (4) for connection with
the splined S-cam shaft and a worm screw (5) in engagement with the worm wheel (4), the worm screw (5) comprising
a clutch wheel (7) rotatable mounted on it, which is in engagement with the worm screw (5) by means of the first
clutch (K1) under application of a spring force of the first spring element (9), in which a control arrangement is
provided which transmits a control movement onto the clutch wheel (7) subject to the angular position of the brake
lever (1) in relation to a fixed reference point, and in which the control arrangement comprises the second clutch (K2).

3. Brake lever according to claim 2, in which the control arrangement comprises a control disc (12) being rotatable
arranged coaxially to the worm wheel (4) and connected to a control ring (13) which comprises a control arm which
is connected to a fixed part of the vehicle chassis for defining a reference point, a pinion (16) being in engagement
with the control disc (12) by means of a toothed connection, and an adjustment screw (21) being arranged coaxially
to the pinion (16) and connected to the clutch wheel (7) by means of a toothed connection, in which the axis of the
worm screw (5) is directed perpendicular to the common axis of the pinion (16) and the adjustment screw (21).

4. Brake lever according to one of the preceding claims, in which the first clutch (K1) comprises a number of teeth (Z1)
on conical surfaces (8) of both the worm screw (5) and the clutch wheel (7).

5. Brake lever according to claim 4, in which the number of teeth (Z2) of the second clutch (K2) is smaller than 2 x
Z1/U, preferably smaller than 1,5 x Z1/U and in particular smaller than 1,0 x Z1/U, where U is the gear ratio between
the clutch wheel (7) and the adjustment screw (21).

6. Brake lever according to one of the preceding claims, in which the first spring element (9) applies the spring force
via a washer (10) onto the end of the worm screw (5), in which the washer (10) is configured in such a way that the
force contact is restricted to a conical surface (26) and/or to a radius which almost corresponds to a support diameter
of the worm screw (5).

7. Brake lever according to one of the preceding claims, in which the spring force acting onto the adjustment screw
(21) is only provided by the spring force acting onto the second clutch (K2).

8. Drum brake for a vehicle, in particular for a heavy road vehicle, comprising a brake lever (1) for the splined S-cam
shaft according to one of claims 1 to 7.

Patentansprüche

1. Bremshebel (1) für eine Trommelbremse eines Kraftfahrzeugs mit einem Hebelabschnitt (2) zum Verbinden mit
einem Bremszylinder und mit einem Gehäuseabschnitt (3) zum Anbringen an einer S-Nocken-Keilwelle, in dem
eine Nachstellvorrichtung aufgenommen ist, die eine erste Kupplung (K1), wobei die erste Kupplung (K1) durch ein
erstes Federelement (9) mit einer Federkraft beaufschlagt wird, und eine zweite, als eine Freilaufkupplung ausge-
bildete Kupplung (K2) mit einer Anzahl von Zähnen (Z2) aufweist, wobei die zweite Kupplung (K2) durch ein zweites
Federelement (19) mit einer Federkraft beaufschlagt wird, dadurch gekennzeichnet, dass
die Zähne (Z2) der zweiten Kupplung (K2) mit einem Flankenwinkel versehen sind und das zweite Federelement
(19) ausgestaltet ist, um eine Federkraft auszuüben, wobei der Flankenwinkel und die Federkraft so aufeinander
abgestimmt sind, dass die zweite Kupplung (K2) ausgestaltet ist, um ein Antriebsmoment (Md) zu erzeugen, dass
stets größer als die Summe von allen Reibungsmomenten (Mf) ist, die für jede Bedingung in die Nachstellvorrichtung
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durch Reibung eingeleitet werden, wobei das Antriebsmoment (Md) die zweite Kupplung (K2) in ihre vollständig
geschlossene Stellung überführt, solange die erste Kupplung (K1) in einer geöffneten Stellung verbleib.

2. Bremshebel nach Anspruch 1, bei dem die Nachstellvorrichtung ein Schneckenrad (4) zur Verbindung mit der S-
Nocken-Keilwelle und eine mit dem Schneckenrad (4) in Eingriff stehende Schnecke (5) aufweist, auf der ein Kupp-
lungsrad (7) drehbar gelagert ist, das unter Einwirkung einer Federkraft des ersten Federelements (9) mit der
Schnecke (5) über die erste Kupplung (K1) in Eingriff steht, wobei eine Steueranordnung vorgesehen ist, die auf
das Kupplungsrad (7) in Abhängigkeit der Winkelstellung des Bremshebels (1) in Bezug auf einen festgelegten
Referenzpunkt eine Steuerbewegung überträgt,
und wobei die Steueranordnung die zweite Kupplung (K2) aufweist.

3. Bremshebel nach Anspruch 2, bei dem die Steueranordnung eine Steuerscheibe (12), die koaxial zum Schneckenrad
(4) drehbar angeordnet und mit einem Steuerring (13) verbunden ist, der einen Steuerarm aufweist, der unter
Ausbildung eines Referenzpunktes mit einem fixierten Teil der Karosserie des Kraftfahrzeugs verbunden ist,
ein mit der Steuerscheibe (12) über eine Verzahnung in Eingriff stehendes Zahnrad (16), und
eine koaxial zu dem Zahnrad (16) angeordnete und mit dem Kupplungsrad (7) über eine Verzahnung in Eingriff
stehende Nachstellschraube (21) aufweist, wobei die Achse der Schnecke (5) senkrecht zu der gemeinsamen Achse
des Zahnrades (16) und der Nachstellschraube (21) ausgerichtet ist.

4. Bremshebel nach einem der vorhergehenden Ansprüche, bei dem die erste Kupplung (K1) eine Anzahl von Zähnen
(Z1) auf konischen Flächen (8) der Schnecke (5) und des Kupplungsrads (7) aufweist.

5. Bremshebel nach Anspruch 4, bei dem die Anzahl von Zähnen (Z2) der zweiten Kupplung (K2) kleiner ist als 2 x
Z1/U, vorzugsweise kleiner als 1,5 x Z1/U und insbesondere kleiner als 1,0 x Z1/U, wobei U das Übersetzungsver-
hältnis zwischen dem Kupplungsrad (7) und der Nachstellschraube (21) ist.

6. Bremshebel nach einem der vorhergehenden Ansprüche, bei dem das erste Federelement (9) die Federkraft über
eine Beilagscheibe (10) auf das Ende der Schnecke (5) überträgt, wobei die Beilagscheibe (10) so ausgebildet ist,
dass der Kraftkontakt auf eine konische Oberfläche (26) und/oder auf einen Radius begrenzt wird, der annähernd
einem Lagerdurchmesser der Schnecke (5) entspricht.

7. Bremshebel nach einem der vorhergehenden Ansprüche, bei dem die auf die Nachstellschraube (21) wirkende
Federkraft nur durch die auf die zweite Kupplung (K2) wirkende Federkraft bereitgestellt wird.

8. Trommelbremse für ein Kraftfahrzeug, insbesondere für ein Schwerlastfahrzeug, aufweisend einen Bremshebel (1)
für die S-Nocken-Keilwelle nach einem der Ansprüche 1 bis 7.

Revendications

1. Levier de frein (1) pour frein à tambour d’un véhicule comprenant une section de levier (2) pour connexion avec un
cylindre de frein et une section de logement (3) pour fixation à un arbre à came en S cannelé, qui reçoit un dispositif
d’ajustement, le dispositif d’ajustement comprenant un premier embrayage (K1), le premier embrayage (K1) étant
sollicité par un premier élément de ressort (9) avec une force de ressort et un second embrayage (K2) étant formé
comme un embrayage unidirectionnel avec un certain nombre de dents (Z2), le second embrayage (K2) étant
sollicité par un second élément de ressort (19) avec une force de ressort, caractérisé en ce que les dents (Z2) du
second embrayage (K2) comprennent un angle de pente et le second élément de ressort (19) est configuré pour
appliquer une force de ressort, lesquels angle de pente et force de ressort sont adaptés l’un par rapport à l’autre
de façon que le second embrayage (K2) soit adapté pour générer un couple d’entraînement (Md) qui est toujours
supérieur à la somme de tous les couples de frottement (Mf), qui sont induits dans le dispositif d’ajustement par
frottement pour chaque position, le couple d’entraînement (Md) déplaçant le second embrayage (K2) dans sa
position complètement fermée tant que le premier embrayage (K1) reste dans une position ouverte.

2. Levier de frein selon la revendication 1, dans lequel le dispositif d’ajustement comprend une roue sans fin (4) pour
connexion avec l’arbre à came en S cannelé et une vis sans fin (5) en engagement avec la roue sans fin (4), la vis
sans fin (5) comprenant une roue d’embrayage (7) montée en rotation sur elle, qui est en engagement avec la vis
sans fin (5) au moyen du premier embrayage (K1) par application d’une force de ressort du premier élément de
ressort (9), dans lequel un arrangement de contrôle est proposé qui transmet un mouvement de contrôle sur la roue
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d’embrayage (7) sous réserve de la position angulaire du levier de frein (1) en relation à un point de référence fixe,
et dans lequel l’arrangement de contrôle comprend le second embrayage (K2).

3. Levier de frein selon la revendication 2, dans lequel l’arrangement de contrôle comprend un disque de contrôle (12)
étant disposé coaxialement en rotation sur la roue sans fin (4) et connecté à une bague de contrôle (13) qui comprend
un bras de contrôle qui est connecté à une partie fixe du châssis de véhicule pour définir un point de référence, un
pignon (16) étant en engagement avec le disque de contrôle (12) au moyen d’une connexion dentée, et une vis
d’ajustement (21) étant disposée coaxialement au pignon (16) et connectée à la roue d’embrayage (7) au moyen
d’une connexion dentée, dans laquelle l’axe de la vis sans fin (5) est directement perpendiculaire à l’axe commun
du pignon (16) et de la vis d’ajustement (21).

4. Levier de frein selon l’une des revendications précédentes, dans lequel le premier embrayage (K1) comprend un
certain nombre de dents (Z1) sur des surfaces coniques (8) tant de la vis sans fin (5) que de la roue d’embrayage (7).

5. Levier de frein selon la revendication 4, dans lequel le nombre de dents (Z2) du second embrayage (K2) est inférieur
à 2 x Z1/U, de préférence inférieur à 1,5 x Z1/U et en particulier intérieur à 1,0 x Z1/U, où U est le ratio d’engrenage
entre la roue d’embrayage (7) et la vis d’ajustement (21).

6. Levier de frein selon l’une des revendications précédentes, dans lequel le premier élément de ressort (9) applique
la force de ressort via une rondelle (10) sur l’extrémité de la vis sans fin (5), dans lequel la rondelle (10) est configurée
de manière telle que le contact de force est restreint à une surface conique (26) et/ou à un rayon qui correspond
presque à un diamètre de support de la vis sans fin (5).

7. Levier de frein selon l’une des revendications précédentes, dans lequel la force de ressort agissant sur la vis
d’ajustement (21) n’est fournie que par la force de ressort agissant sur le second embrayage (K2).

8. Frein à tambour pour un véhicule, en particulier pour un véhicule poids lourd, comprenant un levier de frein (1) pour
l’arbre à came en S cannelé selon l’une des revendications 1 à 7.
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